Fiber Maintenance Technician

We are looking for experienced Fiber Optic Technicians for field maintenance positions throughout the
Carolinas. We require individuals with knowledge and experience with splicing SM and MM fiber optics.
Individuals that can trouble shoot and analyze DWDM fiber links with light and optical power meters
and an OTDR. Individuals with experience in splicing in mid-sheath and ring-cut enclosures and extensive
knowledge with ring topology. Individuals with DC Power experience is a plus.
Job Description
Deploying, Installing and turning up various fiber optic equipment and DC power equipment in NC and
SC. Being on call to maintain fiber cable, fiber equipment, fuse panels, rectifiers and batteries.
Technician will drive a company truck to be dispatched to various sites for new deployments and
troubleshooting the network. Technician will be splicing SM and MM fiber optics, troubleshooting and
analyzing DWDM fiber links with a light source, optical power meters and an OTDR. Technician will be
available to work day and night shifts and occasional overnight travel. Individual will work as a team
with other technicians and NOC personnel and report to field supervisors. Our technicians work in a fast
paced and changing environment that requires problem solving abilities and extreme attention to
details.
Minimum Requirements:
Must have excellent driving record
Must be able to past full background check with no prior convictions
Must have at least 5 years’ experience in Telecommunications
Must have at least 5 years’ experience with splicing and testing single mode and multi-mode fiber using
fusions splicers and related test gear.
Must have a working knowledge on Light meters, VFL, OTDR
Must have the ability to install, terminate & test low voltage cables
Must have working knowledge of AC/DC power.
Must be able to work day or nights with occasional overnight travel.
Must have excellent verbal and written communication skills
Must be very conscientious, accurate, detail oriented and self-motivated.
Must be proficient with Internet and MS Office applications
Must be able to lift 60 lbs. and climb a ladder.
Must be able to work outdoors in all weather conditions
Must be legally authorized to work in the United States of America.

If you possess these skills and requirements and would like to earn top pay in an exciting and ever
changing career please call us for an immediate appointment.

Company Benefits:
Full Time Employment
Paid training
Paid Holidays plus Vacation Days
Overtime Pay
Retirement Benefits
Company Vehicle

Please send resume to HR@goacp.com

